I. Classroom Procedures

1. Entering class: All students are to be seated in their assigned seats, with all required materials on their desks, and working on the warm-up activity when the tardy bell rings.

2. Prepared for class: All students are required to bring all of their materials to class everyday. This includes notebook, folder, textbook, writing utensils and any supplemental material.

3. Speaking in class: All students are entitled and deserve an orderly and quiet environment that is conducive to learning. You must raise your hand and wait to be called on by the teacher. Language must be appropriate and respectful of others in the class – no cursing/swearing.

4. Bathroom: All students are expected to use the bathroom in-between classes. Students will only be dismissed to the bathroom in case of extreme emergency. You must obtain a hall pass in order to be dismissed to the bathroom. If you have a medical condition, and need to use the bathroom often, please ask your parent to provide a note.

5. Ending class: The last two minutes of class will be dedicated to review and writing down classroom assignments for the next day. When the bell rings, students are expected to remain seated, and wait to be dismissed by the teacher. The bell does NOT dismiss you- the teacher does!

II. Grading Policy

All students will be graded based on the following items every 9 week grading period:

1. Journals/Notebooks = 100 points
2. Tests/Projects = 100 points
3. Class Participation = 5 points per day [225 points nine-weeks]
4. Homework = 100 points
5. Quizzes = 50 points
III. Discipline Procedures

If a student disrupts learning in the classroom, then the following consequences will take place:

1. Verbal warning
2. Change of seat (and a phone call to parent/guardian)
3. Removal from class (and a disciplinary referral to the office)

IV. Classroom Responsibilities

Your responsibilities as a student in this class are:

1. Be PRODUCTIVE – follow all instructions.
2. Be PROMPT – you must be in your seat when the late bell rings.
4. Be POLITE – respect others and their property.
5. Be PROUD – of your work, yourself, and your school.

V. Classroom Expectations

I agree to abide by the following classroom expectations:

1. I will be in my seat when the bell rings.
2. I will listen and not talk when others are speaking.
3. I will show respect for all people and all points of view.
4. I will ask to leave my assigned seat.
5. I will have a book, writing utensil, folder, and notebook everyday.
6. I will abide by all school rules.
7. I will be cooperative.
8. I will have my head up and be on task.
9. I will participate in group and individual activities.
10. I will raise my hand when I wish to speak.
11. I will not throw objects.
12. I will not bring food to class.
13. I will not put on make up or leave my purse on top of the desk.
14. I will not ask to be excused except in an emergency.
15. I will take responsibility to promote a positive learning atmosphere.
16. I will use proper language.
17. I will refrain from grooming during class.
18. I will leave my hat and jacket/HOODIE in my locker.
19. I will only bring a clear or mesh backpack to class.
20. I agree that it is my responsibility to put forth my best effort to learn the skills and content presented in this class.
VI. CONTRACT between MR. DE IULIIS and STUDENT:

I have read Mr. De Iuliis’ 2012-2013 classroom rules and procedures. I understand that these rules and procedures are instituted to provide the best learning environment possible for me, as well as all students in the classroom. I understand that following Mr. De Iuliis’ classroom rules, procedures, and expectations are my responsibility and failure to meet them may result in disciplinary action. I realize that meeting these positive expectations will contribute to my present education in the classroom, as well as my future success in life.

Please sign your name below and return this page to class tomorrow.

Student signature:______________________________ Date:__________

Parent or Guardian signature:____________________________